EPC Onboarding Agenda

Monday, April 15, 2024

Attendance: Carlos Mata (Advisor), Lucas Tassoni (member), Nicholas Hart (member), and Chheng Lang Ngov (member)

Absent: NA

1. Hi’s and Low’s
2. Review Agenda
3. Student Elections Complaint
   1. Complaint (9) – Speaker Spoke
   2. Complaint (10) – Speaker Spoke
   3. Complaint (11) - Speaker Spoke
   4. Complaint (12) - Speaker Spoke
   5. Complaint (13) – Speaker Spoke
   6. Complaint (14) – Speaker Spoke
   7. Complaint (15) – Speaker Spoke
   8. Complaint (17) – Speaker came to speak with EPC
4. Unofficial election Results:
   1. Ratification of Elections